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Abstract

Spatio-temporal scene graph generation is an essential
task in household activity recognition that aims to iden-
tify human-object interactions. Constructing a dataset with
per-frame object region and consistent relationship an-
notations requires extremely high labor costs. Existing
datasets sparsely annotate frames sampled from videos, re-
sulting in the lack of dense spatio-temporal correlation in
videos. Additionally, existing datasets contain inconsistent
relationship annotations, leading to the problem of learn-
ing ambiguous temporal associations. Moreover, existing
datasets mainly discuss relationships that can be inferred
from a single frame, ignoring the significance of temporal
associations. To resolve those issues, we created a sim-
ulated dataset with per-frame consistent annotations and
introduced a range of relationships requiring both spatial
and temporal context. Most existing methods explore spa-
tial correlations within single images and do not explic-
itly consider the dynamic changes across frames. There-
fore, we proposed a tracking-based approach that explic-
itly grasps spatio-temporal human-object interactions while
simultaneously localizing humans and objects. Our pro-
posed approach achieved state-of-the-art performance on
scene graph generation and outperformed existing methods
in scene graph localization by large margins on the pro-
posed dataset. Moreover, the experiments show the efficacy
of pre-training on the proposed dataset while adapting to
a previous benchmark consisting of real daily videos, indi-
cating the potential of the proposed dataset in real-world
scenarios.

1. Introduction

Video recognition plays an essential role in various ap-
plications due to the increasing use of videos. Action recog-
nition [1, 2, 3], which generates single labels from videos,
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Figure 1. Previous dataset Action Genome (top) contains incon-
sistent relationships across video frames (better viewed in color),
leading to the problem of learning ambiguous temporal associa-
tions. The VirtualHAG dataset is automatically generated from
scripts with consistent per-frame annotations (bottom).

has been widely discussed. Recently, a range of tasks that
require detailed video semantics have been proposed, such
as video question answering [4, 5, 6], video captioning
[7, 8], spatio-temporal action localization [9, 10].

Scene graph [11], which can describe objects and object
relationships in images, has proved to be effective in various
image recognition downstream tasks, such as visual ques-
tion answering [12], and image captioning [13, 14]. More
recently, Ji et al. proposed a counterpart for use in videos
by defining a spatio-temporal scene graph generation task
[15], aimed at identifying humans, objects, and their rela-
tionships from video frames.
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Ji et al. also proposed a novel dataset Action Genome
[15]. That dataset consists of videos collected from an
existing daily activity dataset Charades [16] with addi-
tional scene graph annotation added for video frames. Sep-
arately, Rai et al. proposed the Home Action Genome
(HOMAGE) dataset [17], which contains multi-view daily
activity videos. However, there are two major issues with
the abovementioned datasets. First, due to the difficulties
in annotating videos with accurate and consistent relation-
ship labels, existing manual-labeled datasets contain a part
of inconsistent relationships and labeling errors (Figure 1
(top) and Figure 2), raising the concerns for learning am-
biguous relationships. Second, most of the relationships in
the two datasets can be predicted from a single image, thus
requiring fewer temporal associations of their video frames.

To address those issues, we propose a novel dataset Vir-
tualHome Action Genome (VirtualHAG) (Figure 1, bot-
tom), consisting of 2,588 indoor activity videos based on
the household activity simulator VirtualHome [18]. Virtual-
HAG contains consistent relationships and various relation-
ships requiring spatio-temporal context. Due to the high la-
bor costs in dataset constructing, existing datasets sparsely
annotated videos. On the contrary, VirtualHAG provides
per-frame annotation and can be extended without requiring
manual labeling, thus enabling the evaluation and diagnosis
of various abilities required in this task.

The experimental results on VirtualHAG show that
previous methods mainly explore the spatial correlations
within single frames, limiting their performance in distin-
guishing temporal changes. Object tracking frameworks
explicitly focus on spatio-temporal context contained in
videos for continuously localizing objects, which could
be highly useful for identifying and localizing human-
object relationships. Therefore, we propose a tracking-
based framework Scene Graph Tracker (SGTracker) that
explicitly explores temporal contexts by tracking object
changes and associates context intra- and inter-video frames
in an end-to-end manner without using object detectors.
SGTracker achieved state-of-the-art results on VirtualHAG
dataset and outperformed previous methods on localization
by large margins. Additionally, we conducted simulation-
to-real (sim2real) study on existing benchmark Action
Genome. The experimental results show that pre-training
on VirtualHAG helps elevating the model performance on
Action Genome dataset.

The contributions of our work are four-fold: (i) We pro-
pose a novel spatio-temporal scene graph dataset with con-
sistent annotations and various relationships that require
spatio-temporal contexts. (ii) We benchmark existing meth-
ods, and the results revealed the deficiencies of temporal as-
sociations of previous methods. (iii) We propose a method
that explicitly associates spatio-temporal contexts by incor-
porating a tracking framework which obtains high perfor-

mance on the proposed dataset. (iv) We conduct a sim2real
study on the existing benchmark Action Genome and show
the potential of the proposed dataset in real-world human-
object interaction recognition.

2. Related Work
2.1. Scene Graphs

Johnson et al. first introduced the scene graph [11] - a
directed graph structure consisting of nodes (objects) and
edges (predicates) for use in image retrieval. Scene graph
structure has proven efficacy in various downstream tasks,
such as image captioning [13, 14], and image generation
[19, 20]. The dataset bias problem in the widely used Vi-
sual Genome dataset [21] has been discussed extensively.
Zellers et al. proposed MotifNet [22] to utilize dataset bi-
ases for predicting the most frequent relationships between
objects. Meanwhile, Tang et al. proposed a counterfactual
causality-based method [23] for achieving unbiased scene
graph generation, and Zhang et al. proposed RelDN [24] to
incorporate contrastive learning into this task.

Ji et al. proposed the spatio-temporal scene graph gen-
eration task and Action Genome dataset [15] consisting of
third-person-view daily activity videos. Meanwhile, Rai et
al. proposed the HOMAGE dataset [17], which consists
of indoor human-object interaction videos, and extended
the task to include multiple viewpoints and sensory inputs.
However, those datasets contain inconsistent relationship
annotations across video frames, making part of the rela-
tionships ambiguous to distinguish. Moreover, most rela-
tionships can be determined from a single image. Accord-
ingly, we propose a simulated dataset in which relation-
ships can be automatically computed and in which temporal
changes are essential to relationship predictions.

Ji et al. evaluated a series of image-based methods [15],
including RelDN [24], for use in spatio-temporal scene
graph generation. Cong et al. introduced a spatio-temporal
transformer-based [25] approach STTran [26]. Teng et al.
proposed a method TRACE [27] to enhance performance
by integrating video-based features and object coordinates
in images. However, STTran and TRACE implicitly inte-
grate spatio-temporal features and require the use of object
detectors. Li et al. [28] proposed a method to integrate tem-
poral features but focused on the pre-training process. In
contrast, we present a tracking-based method that explic-
itly considers spatial and temporal scene graph changes and
simultaneously tracks object regions.

2.2. Object Tracking

Object tracking has been acknowledged as a fundamen-
tal task in the computer vision field, and the introduction
of CNNs has elevated object tracking to applicable levels in
various applications such as vehicle [29, 30] and pedestrian
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Figure 2. Examples of inconsistent relationship annotations and annotation errors in the Action Genome (a) and the HOMAGE (b), (c), (d)
datasets. We highlighted inconsistent relationships in blue, contradictory relationships in cyan, and incorrect relationships in red.

[31, 32] tracking. SiameseFC [33] introduced two share-
weighted networks and a similarity function for use in sin-
gle object tracking. SiameseRPN [34] introduced region
proposal networks for better determining object regions,
and SiameseRPN++ [35] enhanced SiameseRPN by intro-
ducing deep networks. Later, SiamMASK [36] further en-
abled object mask prediction, while SiamMOT [37] adapted
Siamese networks for multi-object tracking.

Recently, transformers have shown promising perfor-
mance in object tracking [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
HiFT [40] used transformers to grasp the hierarchical cor-
relations between a template object and search patches, thus
providing discriminative representation for the challeng-
ing aerial tracking task. TransMOT [41] adopted spatio-
temporal graph transformers for associating multiple ob-
jects with their trajectories in videos. UTT [45] adopted a
unified transformer for single and multiple object tracking.

Since daily human activities often involve complicated
changes in object appearance and human-object interaction,
tracking-based approaches that explicitly integrate spatial
and temporal information in videos have the potential to al-
leviate the information deficiency in single frames, and are
highly suitable for spatio-temporal scene graph generation.
Therefore, we adopted a tracking-based framework for im-
proving performance related to this task.

2.3. Household Activity Simulators

Household activity simulators [46, 47, 48, 49, 18] have
the potential to provide photo-realistic environments for
training and evaluating daily activity recognition tasks.
AI2-THOR [46] is a widely used human-object interac-
tion simulator with 120 scenes and 102 interactable objects
aimed at facilitating first-person-view applications. The au-
thor of ALFRED [47] expanded the AI2-THOR simulator
with additional activity language instructions. RoboTHOR
[48] further introduced both real scenes and their simulated
counterparts to enable sim2real usage. Ultimately, the Vir-
tualHome simulator [18], which consists of human-shaped
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Figure 3. Relationships defined in Action Genome and HOMAGE
datasets (a) and VirtualHAG (b). Relationships requiring temporal
context for distinguishing are highlighted with the same colors.

avatars and allows a variety of human-object interactions,
was selected for use in our dataset generation process be-
cause of its diversity in objects and interaction types and its
high levels of realism.

Recently, there have also been several studies on syn-
thetic datasets for human activities [50, 51, 52]. PHASE
[50] is a 2D image-based dataset for simulating human so-
cial interactions. Watch-And-Help [51] is constructed based
on VirtualHome for social perception and human-AI col-
laboration. BEHAVIOR [52] is also targeted at household
activity recognition. Different from our work, BEHAVIOR
focuses on activity recognition, rather than human-object
interaction, and is a first-person-view dataset.

3. VirtualHAG Dataset
The Action Genome and HOMAGE datasets have two

main issues. First, due to the high labor costs and human
annotation errors during dataset construction, both datasets
contain semantically similar frames with different relation-
ship annotations and examples with incorrect annotations
(e.g. Figure 2). Second, most relationships in the two
datasets, including contact relationships, are descriptive of
states (Figure 3 (a)) and can usually be inferred from sin-
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Dataset Videos Total Frames Views Objects Relationships Scenes Person Seg. Mask Per-frame Anno. Expandability Label Consistency

Action Genome [15] 9,848 496k 1 34 26 - - % % High labor costs required Unsure
HOMAGE [17] 1,583 383k 2∼5 28 25 2 6 % % High labor costs required Unsure
VirtualHAG 2,588 574k 4∼8 50 19 7 4 ! ! ! !

Table 1. Spatio-temporal scene graph dataset comparison (Seg.: segmentation; Anno.: annotation).
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Figure 5. Occurrences of top 20 objects in the VirtualHAG dataset.

gle images. For example, “eating” and “drinking from” can
be distinguished from each other from the objects. As a re-
sult, both datasets experience difficulties when tasked with
diagnosing model abilities in terms of temporal reasoning.

To address these above issues, we propose VirtualHAG
dataset, in which consistent relationships are automatically
computed, and in which relationships requiring temporal as-
sociations and challenging to identify from appearance only
are included ((Figure 3 (b)). We show the dataset compari-
son in Table 1.

3.1. VirtualHome Simulator

We built the VirtualHAG dataset based upon the ex-
isting indoor household activities simulator VirtualHome
[18], which automatically generates videos from action-
describing scripts. For example, based on the follow-
ing simple script, “[WALK] ⟨sofa⟩”, the avatar will walk
from its original position to a sofa. VirtualHome allows
the recording of segmentation masks, avatar poses, action
types, object states (e.g. open, switch-on), and spatial re-
lationships (e.g. “book” is inside the “bookshelf”) for each

video frame. It contains 308 object categories, executable
non-object actions (e.g. walk, turn left), and various actions
involving human-object interactions (e.g. grab, open). With
these, users can generate a variety of household videos by
designing scripts.

3.2. Objects and Relationships

A spatio-temporal scene graph annotation consists of
categories, and the bounding box coordinates of objects
and the subject (“human”), and the interaction relationships.
We carefully chose 50 daily object categories from Virtual-
Home for inclusion in VirtualHAG scene graphs.

We constructed our relationship set based on existing
dataset setups (Figure 3 (a)) and the executable action types
defined in VirtualHome. We deleted attention relationships
because of the difficulty in differentiating “looking at” and
“not looking at” in simulated environment. To enhance the
model’s temporal reasoning abilities, we added four rela-
tionship pairs “grabbing” and “putting back”, “opening”
and “closing”, “switching on” and “switching off”, “stand-
ing up” and “sitting on”, each of which require the tempo-
ral context to differ from each other. We added “close” and
“not close” to indicate if the object is within handling dis-
tance to the human, and “approaching” and “not approach-
ing” to indicate whether or not the human is walking to-
wards the object.

In VirtualHAG, frame-by-frame human-object relation-
ships are fully computable based on the action types, the
position of the human and objects, and the state of ob-
jects. The existence of each relationship is computed and
recorded during the dataset generation, and all of the rela-
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tionships defined in VirtualHAG are shown in Figure 3 (b).

3.3. Video Generation Scripts

To generate videos in the VirtualHome simulator, we
manually designed 108 unique scripts (e.g. Figure 4, top)
by adjusting the object categories, interaction types, and in-
teraction order. Each script consists of a sequence of non-
object human actions and human-object interactions defined
in VirtualHome.

3.4. Dataset Generation Process

Video Generation. Before executing each script, the
script id, avatar id (from four types of avatars), and scene
id (from seven scenes) were randomly determined and fol-
lowed a uniform distribution. We also randomly picked four
to eight viewpoints for each script from a group of prede-
fined camera positions where the scene could be well ob-
served. Each script was then executed in the VirtualHome
simulator, and multiview videos were recorded. From this
step, 2,588 multiview videos were generated.

Dataset Balancing. After video generation, we com-
puted bounding box coordinates of the human and objects
and removed all frames with bounding box edges shorter
than five pixels. After completing the above step, we ob-
tained 2,345,231 valid frames. Next, we further balanced
the dataset to form a uniform distribution of object cate-
gories and opposite relationships (e.g. “open” and “close”)
to prevent models from overfitting. The resulting balanced
dataset contains 574,635 valid frames. Figure 4 shows a
dataset example. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the top-
20 objects. For each script, we randomly chose five scenes
for use as training and two for use as test data. Unlike
previous datasets (Table 1), the VirtualHAG contains per-
frame annotation and can be easily extended with minimal
labor costs as well as allowing the use of multiple additional
sensory information types, such as segmentation masks and
depth images. Additional dataset and script examples will
be provided in the supplementary material.

4. SGTracker

Given a specific image and a video clip that includes that
image, the spatio-temporal scene graph task aims to iden-
tify the human and object region, and predict labels of ob-
jects and relationships. The spatial context contained inside
the image is crucial for detecting the human and object re-
gions and determining their labels. Some interaction types
can also be predicted from a single image frame, such as
“in front of” and “touching”, but some relationships such
as “sitting on” and “standing up” or “opening” and “clos-
ing”, could be ambiguous when viewed in single frames.
Moreover, the video context can alleviate information defi-
ciencies in single frames (e.g. motion blur and occlusions).
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Figure 6. Overview of the proposed approach SGTracker.

Despite the significance of image and video information
in this task, a number of methods only consider single im-
age inputs [15, 53]. Two previous state-of-the-art methods,
STTran [26] and TRACE [27], consider both spatial and
temporal context but they do not explicitly focus on the
changed regions in video frames. Moreover, STTran and
TRACE are built upon object detectors, which means they
cannot achieve end-to-end scene graph generation.

In contrast, we propose a transformer encoder-decoder
framework called SGTracker to explicitly incorporate tem-
poral and spatial contexts (Figure 6). More specifically,
SGTracker is a tracking-based framework that utilizes tem-
poral contexts to track objects and simultaneously deter-
mine the object and predicate labels. The encoder of SG-
Tracker grasps the spatio-temporal contexts of previous
video frames while the decoder explores spatial information
contained in current frames and then further associates cur-
rent and previous frames via a cross-attention mechanism.
These framework details are discussed in the following.

4.1. Feature Extraction and Encoder

The temporal context is critical for recognizing dynamic
changes in human-object interactions, and has the poten-
tial to provide clues for tracking objects in the upcoming
frames. Here, we introduce a transformer-encoder for ob-
taining the dynamic changes in previous image frames.

Given the previous frames (0, ..., T − 1 frames) and the
current frame (T frame), we first use CNNs to extract input
image features and obtain Vprev(i, j, t) = I0, I1, ..., IT−1

and Icurr(i, j) = IT ∈ RH×W×D, where H and W are
the height and width of the features, respectively, and D
is the dimension of each spatial location. Next, we adopt
a linear projection LP (with weight WLP and bias bLP )
to each frame in Vprev and the Icurr to reduce the channel
depth from D to C. To enhance the model’s spatial and
temporal reasoning abilities, we use two different position
embeddings posS and posT , where posS transfers each spa-
tial location (i, j) in H×W to a C-dimensional embedding,
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and posT encodes temporal index t to a C-dimensional em-
bedding. The transformer encoder and decoder inputs are
shown in the following equations:

V = WLPVprev + bLP + posS(i, j) + posT (t) (1)

I = WLP Icurr + bLP + posS(i, j) (2)

We then feed V into a standard transformer encoder
Att(query, key, value) and obtain V̂ = Att(V, V, V ) ∈
RT×H×W×C . We omit the notations of add, normalization,
and feed-forward operations and show them in Figure 6.

4.2. Decoder

Given the input V̂ from the encoder and current im-
age feature I , the decoder aims to combine the spatio-
temporal context contained in V̂ and I in order to determine
the object regions and labels of the objects and predicates.
To accomplish this, we first adopt a multi-head attention
Î = Att(I, I, I) ∈ RH×W×C on I for spatial reasoning.

To highlight the object regions in previous frames, we
adapt the Gaussian-shaped masks used in [54] to compute
masks from ground truth bounding boxes. With two succes-
sive regions for Objects 1 and 2 in V̂ (representing humans
and objects), we then compute two masks Mo1 and Mo2

for Objects 1 and 2 using the following equation, where c
is the ground truth target position, y indicates each spatial
location of input features.

M(y) = exp(−∥y − c∥2

2σ2
) (3)

Next, we obtain masked object features V̂o1 = V̂ ·Mo1

and V̂o2 = V̂ · Mo2 by dot production of V̂ with Mo1

and Mo2. Next, we adapt cross-attention Att(Î , V̂o1, V̂o1),
Att(Î , V̂o2, V̂o2) for correlations between Mo1 and Mo2

with Î , respectively with shared weight. We use a skip-
connection to add up the output of cross-attention with V̂o1

and V̂o2. The final decoder outputs are shown as follows:

Îo1 = Att(Î , V̂o1, V̂o1) + V̂o1 (4)

Îo2 = Att(Î , V̂o2, V̂o2) + V̂o2 (5)

Finally, we transfer Îo1 and Îo2 using a linear projection
and obtain object classification results for Objects 1 and 2
separately. For predicate prediction, we first add up the fea-
tures Îo1 and Îo2 and then adapt a linear classification for
determining the predicate labels. For bounding box regres-
sion, we use a process that was inspired by [42] and [39] to
transfer each embedding in all of the H ×W regions in Îo1
and Îo2 using a linear projection. Then, we separately pre-
dict the objectness and bounding box offset of each H ×W
region in Îo1 and Îo2.

Tracking loss Lbbox Attention type Object accuracy Predicate accuracy

Without
S 73.8 79.7
T 73.4 79.6
ST 73.8 79.9

With
S 74.4 81.1
T 74.5 81.9
ST 75.0 82.4

Table 2. Object and predicate accuracy of different model designs
applied to the VirtualHAG dataset. (Attention types: S (Spatio-
only), T (Temporal-only), and ST (Spatio-Temporal)).

4.3. Loss Function

As shown in Equation (6), our loss consists of three parts,
with each weighted by λ1, λ2, and λ3.

L = λ1Lobj + λ2Lpred + λ3Lbbox (6)

We adopt cross-entropy loss Lobj for object classifica-
tion and multi-label cross-entropy loss Lpred for predicate
classification. Similar to [42] and [39], the bounding box
regression loss Lbbox can be formulated as follows:

Lbbox = λ4Lcls + λ5Lreg (7)

In Equation (7), we adopt the cross-entropy for Lcls to
evaluate if each region is correctly identified as a “back-
ground” or an “object”. We use the Lreg with the same
setup cited in [39], which evaluates the intersection of union
(IoU) for each predicted region with ground truth.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setups

Datasets. We evaluated different methods on the Vir-
tualHAG dataset. In addition, we also conducted sim2real
experiments on Action Genome dataset while pre-trained
with VirtualHAG dataset.

Evaluation Metrics. Similar to existing methods evalu-
ated on the Action Genome dataset, we also adapted three
major metrics: predicate classification (PredCLS), scene
graph classification (SGCLS), and scene graph detection
(SGDET) [23]. All three metrics evaluate recall@K re-
lationships in predicted relationships compared to ground
truth. The ground truth object region and labels are pro-
vided in PredCLS and the object region is provided in SG-
CLS. In SGDET, models are expected to predict object and
predicate categories and detect object region (successful
detections have over 0.5 IoU with ground truth bounding
boxes). Similar to STTran [26], we evaluated metrics both
with and without graph constraint setups. The with graph
constraint setup means that each human-object pair has at
most one predicate for each type of relationship in Figure 3.

Methods. In addition to the proposed method, we also
evaluated two previous representative methods RelDN [15]
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Methods Input Region proposal Backbone End-to-end With graph constraint Without graph constraint
PredCLS SGCLS PredCLS SGCLS

R@3 R@5 R@10 R@3 R@5 R@10 R@3 R@5 R@10 R@3 R@5 R@10

RelDN [15] Single image FasterRCNN [55] ResNet101 [56] % 61.9 67.2 68.9 47.9 54.6 60.8 62.0 81.2 94.7 48.3 62.6 74.9
STTran [26] Video (4 frames) FasterRCNN [55] Transformer [25] % 62.4 68.3 71.2 48.1 55.2 62.6 59.9 82.2 95.0 46.8 62.6 75.0

RelDN [15] Video (32 frames) - 3DResNet [2] ! 68.8 75.0 77.4 43.8 50.7 58.8 68.8 88.0 98.3 44.4 55.4 66.4
RelDN [15] Video (32 frames) - TimeSformer [57] ! 69.8 76.0 78.4 44.8 52.4 61.2 69.8 88.4 98.0 45.3 56.9 69.5
SGTracker Video (4 frames) - Transformer [25] ! 65.9 71.3 74.0 52.0 59.0 65.3 65.7 86.1 96.9 51.9 65.5 77.2

Table 3. Results comparison for PredCLS and SGCLS using different methods on the VirtualHAG dataset (R@K: recall@K).

Methods With graph constraint Without graph constraint
R@3 R@5 R@10 R@3 R@5 R@10

RelDN [15] 25.4 26.9 28.0 25.4 31.2 35.7
STTran [26] 23.6 27.3 28.6 25.7 34.9 42.4
SGTracker 36.7 39.4 41.8 35.8 44.0 50.1

Table 4. SGDET results of different methods on VirtualHAG.

and STTran [26] in the VirtualHAG dataset. RelDN pre-
dicts scene graphs based on single images, while STTran
first uses FasterRCNN [55] for object detection and then
adopts a spatio-temporal transformer structure for combin-
ing context among video frames. To enhance RelDN model
in temporal reasoning, we introduced two video recognition
methods, 3DResNet [2] and TimeSformer [57], into RelDN
for feature extraction. During implementation, we clip 32-
frame videos at the coordinates of the ground truth bound-
ing boxes of the target frame.

Implementation Details. We trained all models for 40
epochs. During all of the experiments, we set the image
resolution to 224 × 224. In implementing the 3DResNet
and TimeSformer-based methods, we set the initial learning
rate to 0.001 and 0.0001 for all other methods. We used
the 3DResNet (pre-trained on Kinetics-700) and TimeS-
former (pre-trained on Kinetics-600) provided by the offi-
cial implementation, respectively. The input video frame
number for 3DResNet and TimeSformer was set to 32,
and 4 for STTran and SGTracker. For SGDET evalua-
tions, we trained the FasterRCNN model on VirtualHAG
for 20 epochs and adopted the same model into RelDN and
STTran. We set λ1 to λ5 in Equations (6) and (7) to 1.
We used ResNet101 [56] pre-trained on ImageNet for image
feature extraction for SGTracker, resulting in 7× 7× 2048-
dimensional features. The heads and layers of transformers
were set to 2 with 2048 feed-forward dimensions.

5.2. Experiments on VirtualHAG Dataset

Ablation Study. We first examined the performance
on object and predicate predictions of different SGTracker
model designs on VirtualHAG in Table 2. The models
were adopted with and without the tracking loss Lbbox, and
with spatio-only, temporal-only, and spatio-temporal atten-
tion to combine information from previous frames in the

transformer encoder. The experimental results indicate that
integrating tracking loss improved model performance for
all different attention types and that the model performance
can be improved by using spatio-temporal attention when
adopting tracking loss. Therefore, we used SGTracker with
spatio-temporal attention in the remaining experiments.

Scene Graph Generation Evaluation. Table 3 shows
the scores of PredCLS and SGCLS on VirtualHAG. For
PredCLS, RelDN with video-level features (3DResNet and
TimeSformer) achieved relatively high performance, but
singe-image RelDN and STTran exhibited a noticeable per-
formance gap with video-based methods. In the Virtual-
HAG dataset, a range of relationships require temporal rea-
soning (e.g. “opening” and “closing”), thus making video
feature-based methods more useful in predicate predictions.
Singe-image RelDN and STTran obtained higher accuracy
on SGCLS than video feature-based RelDNs. Unlike the
PredCLS evaluation, the SGCLS evaluation also considers
object classification. Therefore, the spatial information con-
tained in the target image is beneficial for obtaining high
accuracy. Finally, our proposed SGTracker obtained higher
PredCLS scores than single-image RelDN and STTran, and
achieved the highest SGCLS scores of all methods exam-
ined, indicating that the SGTracker could efficiently inte-
grate spatial and temporal information in video frames.

The SGDET evaluation results are shown in Table 4. It
is noteworthy that while singe-image RelDN and STTran
use FasterRCNN to extract object proposals, SGTracker
achieves end-to-end scene graph generation and object
tracking. Additionally, SGTracker outperformed both two
methods by a large margin, showing its effectiveness in
human-object interaction recognition and localization.

Qualitative Results. In Figure 7, we show example re-
sults for frames and viewpoints sampled from a video de-
scribing an avatar putting a book back on a bookshelf. SG-
Tracker exhibited promising localization and object classi-
fication performance, including a small object (book).

However, in frames 277 and 290 (views 4 and 7), the
human-book relationships predicted by SGTracker were
false. In frame 290, one false relationship was “drinking
from”, which is nearly impossible when humans and books
are paired. The results could possibly be improved by in-
corporating object labels in predicate prediction. In frame
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Frame 244, view 3 Frame 259, view 6 Frame 277, view 4 Frame 282, view 4 Frame 290, view 4 Frame 356, view 7Frame 290, view 7

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book

SGTracker: person-<close, 

touching, holding, in>-book

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book;

person-<not close, approaching, 

not contacting>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book;

person-<not close, approaching, 

not contacting>-bookshelf

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book;

person-<not close, approaching, 

not contacting>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding, grabbing>-

book;

person-<not contacting, in front 

of>-bookshelf

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book;

person-<not close, approaching, 

not contacting>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<in, close, 

touching, holding>-book;

person-<not close, approaching, 

not contacting>-bookshelf

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, putting back>-book;

person-<in front of, close, not 

contacting>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<in, close, 

touching, grabbing, drinking 

from>-book;  

person-<close, not contacting, 

in front of>-bookshelf

Ground truth: person-<in, close, 

touching, putting back>-book;

person-< in front of, close, not 

contacting>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<in, close, 

touching, grabbing, drinking 

from>-book;  

person-< close, not contacting, 

in front of >-bookshelf

Ground truth: person-<not 

close, not contacting, not 

approaching>-bookshelf

SGTracker: person-<not close, 

not contacting, not 

approaching>-bookshelf

book

person

person

book

person

book

bookshelf

book

bookshelf

person

bookshelf
bookshelf

bookshelf

bookshelf
person

book

person

person

book

Figure 7. Example result on VirtualHAG. The incorrect predictions are hightlighted in red.

Pre-train PredCLS SGCLS
(VirtualHAG) R@10 R@20 R@10 R@20

Scratch 67.1 70.9 45.3 46.8
Pre-train 68.4 72.1 45.9 47.7

Table 5. Sim2real study on Action Genome dataset.

277, SGTracker predicted incorrect predicates for the book-
shelf, while in this example, the predicted predicate “in
front of” appears to be correct. When human avatars are
walking towards one object, we annotate the relationship as
“approaching”. When avatars stop in front of the objective
object, the relationship “in front of” is annotated. How-
ever, the above relationships are ambiguous and difficult to
annotate in frame 277, so we consider this to be one of the
limitations of our proposed VirtualHAG dataset and will en-
deavor to introduce more flexible relationship annotations
in the future. More experimental results will be provided in
the supplementary material.

5.3. Sim2real Study on Action Genome Dataset

To evaluate the dataset efficiency of VirtualHAG when
applied to real-world situations, we evaluated the sim2real
performance on Action Genome dataset [15] (Figure 1
(top)) of our proposed SGTracker pre-trained on Virtual-
HAG. Since Action Genome and VirtualHAG have differ-
ent object and predicate labels, we re-labeled both datasets
by combining all labels in these two datasets while keep-
ing the labels of the same object and predicate to be con-
sistent. We pre-trained SGTracker on VirtualHAG dataset
for 10 epochs. Then, we trained models on Action Genome
for 20 epochs. As shown in Table 5, although VirtualHAG
is purely synthetic while Action Genome consists of real-
scenario videos, we found that pre-trained on VirtualHAG
elevated the model performance. The results indicate the
potential of VirtualHAG to be adopted in human-object in-
teraction recognition in real-world scenarios.

5.4. Limitations

Since SGTracker uses a tracking backbone, it requires
previous frames with known object regions to detect rela-
tionships. Further studies on the online tracking framework
could help achieve tracking relationships without ground
truth object region. Currently, SGTracker processes each
paired object region within an image separately, which
means that computing costs increase significantly when
multiple objects interact with humans with each frame.
Adopting a multi-object tracking framework might be help-
ful in dealing with situations involving multiple objects.

6. Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel spatio-temporal scene graph

dataset and a transformer-based method that simultaneously
recognizes and localizes human-object relationships. Exist-
ing manually constructed datasets contain inconsistent rela-
tionship annotations and mainly consider relationships that
can be inferred from a single frame, thereby limiting their
evaluation ability in temporal reasoning. To resolve that is-
sue, we proposed a simulated dataset VirtualHAG which
contains per-frame consistent annotations and various re-
lationships that require temporal associations. Most exist-
ing methods do not explicitly explore the temporal changes
between frames, thus limiting their ability to distinguish
and localize temporal changes. Accordingly, we proposed a
method that explicitly identifies temporal changes by track-
ing human-object relationships between frames, which out-
performed existing methods by large margins in localizing
human-object interactions on VirtualHAG.
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